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Ion-pairing of anionic carbonyl clusters with cinchona alkaloid groups on cross-linked polystyrene is a viable method for 
the synthesis of asymmetric catalysts for the hydrogenation of methyl pyruvate. 

While notable progress has been made in asymmetric 
homogeneous catalysis, examples of the effective use of 
heterogeneous catalysts in chiral syntheses are very few.1.2 
The best example of such a transformation in a heterogenous 
system is the catalytic hydrogenation of pyruvate esters. Using 
platinum catalysts modified with cinchona alkaloids lactate 
esters with high enantioselectivities are obtained. This reac- 
tion was first reported by Orito and has subsequently been 
studied in considerable detail by others.3.4 Here we report a 
general method for synthesising heterogeneous catalysts with 

potential applications in asymmetric hydrogenation reactions. 
In this method fully characterised anionic carbonyl clusters are 
ion-paired with chiral quaternary nitrogen containing groups 
on a polystyrene-support . Many anionic clusters of different 
metals and chiral quaternary nitrogen containing groups can 
be synthesised. The scope of bringing clusters of different 
metal atoms of well defined shapes and sizes in close proximity 
to different chiral environments by this method is therefore 
wide. The viability of this reasoning has been established by 
carrying out the Orito reaction with a catalyst derived from 
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anionic platinum carbonyl clusters, and cross-linked poly- 
styrene with pendant quaternary cinchona alkaloid functional- 
ities. 

The reactions employed for anchoring carbonyl clusters on 
the polymer support with chiral groups are shown in 
Scheme 1. The syntheses, characterisations and uses of 
polymer-supported cinchona and ephedra alkaloid salts in 
asymmetric reactions have been reported.5 Anionic carbonyl 
clusters are also known to undergo exchange with halide ions 
of anion exchange resins.6 The supported carbonyls 1 to 4 are 
synthesised by treating a methanolic solution of the sodium 
salt of the anionic carbony17 with the functionalised polymer at 
ambient temperatures. The supported and the parent clusters 
have identical infrared spectra in the inorganic carbonyl 
region. This indicates that on anchoring the structure and 
composition of the clusters are not effected. The nitrogen 
contents of the functionalised polymers are determined by 
microanalyses. The amount of platinum present in species 1-3 
is measured by atomic absorption spectrometry. These values 
taken together indicate the presence of quaternary nitrogen 
and cluster molecules, approximately per 75 and 150 
monomeric units, respectively. 

Species 1-4, when activated by heating (80 "C) under 
vacuum ( mmHg), are effective hydrogenation catalysts 
for a variety of ketoesters (Table 1). In the hydrogenation of 
methyl pyruvate, high conversions and enantioselectivities 
(>75%) are obtained with catalysts containing platinum and 
cinchona alkaloids. Although, in terms of conversions, the 
platinum clusters lead to more effective catalysts than the 
ruthenium cluster, high enantiomeric excess is also obtained 
with the latter. The lower activity of the ruthenium cluster is 
probably due to incomplete decarbonylation of species 4 
under the conditions employed for activation (see later). 

Species l a  and l b  have similar catalytic activities both in 
terms of conversion and enantioselectivity . However, unlike 

/ 

@-CH2CI 

@ = polystyrene M=Pt ,m = 1 5 , n  = 3 O , x = 2  
N R3 = cinchonine l a  

= quinine 2 
= N -methylephedrine 3 

M=Ru,m = 6 , n  = 1 8 , x  = 2  

M=Pt,m = 1 2 , n  = 2 4 , x = 2  l b  
NR3 = cinchonine 4 

Scheme 1 Reagents and conditions: i, toluene-ethanol (1 : 1), 20% 
divinylbenzene (DVB) cross-linked chloromethylated polystyrene 
(Strem Chemicals) to NR3 in 1 : 1 mass ratio, llO"C, 24 h; ii, 25 "C, 
MeOH, Na,[M,,(CO),,I 

species 1-3, the material derived from ion exchange of the 
functionalised polymer with PtC162- is catalytically inactive 
(data not shown in Table 1). Among the substrates high 
enantiomeric excess is obtained only for methyl pyruvate with 
all the catalysts. Similar observations with conventional 
cinchona modified platinum catalysts have been reported.334a 
The cinchona alkaloids are more effective in bringing about 
enantioselectivity than N-methylephedrine. Interestingly, 
using 4, a low but definite enantiomeric excess is obtained in 
the hydrogenation of methyl acetoacetate. 

The conditions under which species 1-4 are activated (see 
above) result in the total decarbonylation of 1-3 and only 
partial decarbonylation of 4. Species 1-3 could be regenerated 
by exposing the used catalysts to CO (500 psi, 25 "C, 24 h). 
The IR and the UV-VIS spectra6 of the freshly anchored 
cluster and the recarbonylated materials are almost identical. 
Separate experiments establish that creation of coordinative 
unsaturation by decarbonylation is essential for catalytic 
activity. Thus, no catalysis is observed either by the intact 
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Fig. 1 Change in concentration of methyl pyruvate, P, with time 
during catalytic runs. Experimental points (a) with two different 
initial concentrations of P are shown. Temperature and pressure as 
described in Table 1. (- - -) Assumed that n = 0, 1; (-) assumed 
that n = $ labelled by respective n where rate = k[P]" (k = constant). 
Inset: Parity plot i.e. plot of predicted values for the concentration of 
methyl pyruvate assuming half-order rate dependence vs. experimen- 
tal values. 

Table 10,b  Conversion (YO of two enantiomers or net enantiomeric excess) in the hydrogenations of keto esters with different catalysts 

Substrate 

Catalyst &OMe 

0 0 

0 
Ph V e  

0 

l a  
l b  
2 
3 
4 

100 (90S, 10R) 100 (65R, 35s) 100 (65) 
100 (89S, 11R) 100 (63R, 37s) 100 (65) 
100 (88R, 12s) 100 (64S, 36R) 100 (65) 
100 (75S, 25R) 100 (<lo) 100 (65) 
30 (85R, 15s) 35 (<lo) 25 (65) 

20 ( 5 3 )  

15 (G5) 
15 ( 5 3 )  

30 (60S, 40R) 

20 (G5) 

0 All reactions carried out in methanol (10 ml) at 25 "C under hydrogen (500 psi) with polymer-supported catalyst (100 mg, ca. 13 mg 
platinum) and substrate (20 mmol) in a glass vessel with magnetic stirring over a period of 4 h. b Conversion (%) and enantiomeric excess 
measured by gas chromotography and polarimetry (average of two experiments), respectively. 
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parent clusters in solution, or by species 1-4 without activa- 
tion. 

In so far as the order of the rate with respect to the 
concentration of methyl pyruvate is concerned the kinetic 
behaviour of la  is different from that of the cinchona modified 
conventional platinum catalysts. An approximate zero-order 
rate dependence has been reported with conventional cata- 
l y s t ~ . ~  In contrast, as can be seen from Fig. 1, a good fit 
between the experimental data points and simulated time- 
dependent concentrations can only be obtained if the rate is 
assumed to be half-order with respect to the concentration of 
methyl pyruvate. The goodness of fit, when half-order rate 
dependence is assumed, is also apparent from the parity-plot 
(Fig. 1, inset) where experimental concentration values under 
a set of conditions are compared with the predicted ones. Most 
of the points fall very close to the 45" line where prediction 
coincides with the experimental data. The coefficient of 
variation is as low as 5.3%. 

The half-order dependence is best explained in terms of an 
equilibrium between the free methyl pyruvate (P) and 
surface-adsorbed methyl pyruvate in approximately equal 
s-cis (PJ and s-trans (P,) configurations. If the mole fraction of 
adsorbed pyruvate is much smaller than 1 then [Pc] = [P,] = 
K[P]+ where K is a constant. It is probable that the 
enantioselective hydrogenation step is associated with only 
one of these two configurations of the surface adsorbed 
species. 

In conclusion the synthesis of asymmetric catalysts by 
ion-pairing of anionic clusters with chiral quaternary nitrogen 
containing groups on a polymer-support, has been shown to be 
a viable method. Further work involving variation of the chiral 
group, and the carbonyl clusters is underway. 
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